Instructions for: AB871L, AB873L & AB874L Light Kits

These products are to be used with Henri Studio fountains, statuary, water garden products, and with similar
products. If you have any questions about these instructions or operation of these products, do not use them before
contacting your Henri Studio Dealer.
Warning: Do not operate these products without first reading these instructions.
LED Light Kits (AB871L, AB873L & AB874L) can be used safely in or out of water.
A. MODEL NO. AB871L SINGLE UNDERWATER LIGHT KIT WITH TRANSFORMER
The AB871L is a low-voltage Underwater Light Kits, ideal for use where only one underwater light is desired.
Underwater light kits create dramatic nighttime effects in backyard ponds, where they provide shimmering
illumination of water displays from nozzles, pond statues, waterfalls, and other water features. The underwater light
is equally effective in decorative fountains. When used as directed, the AB871L Low-Voltage Underwater Light Kit
is a safe, simple, and inexpensive to operate.
•

Installation in Ponds

1.

This underwater light can be placed in virtually any submerged level or position in a pond. Simply set in
on a leveled surface and aim up to illuminate the water spray, pond statue, waterfall, or any water feature.
Experiment to achieve desired effect. Best results are often achieved by placing light beneath pond surface
area agitated by water motion, causing light to shimmer and reflect on surrounding surfaces.
Once light in place, run light cable out of pond and camouflage beneath perimeter rocks or pond border.
Attach cable to transformer by inserting cable end-pins intro transformer socket and tighten down threaded
collar.
Mount transformer vertically at least 12” above ground near electrical outlet.
Plug transformer power cord into grounded, properly installed 110v GFCI electrical outlet.
Adjust light placement in pond for desired effect. Add one of the color lenses included id desired by
simply snapping lens into light top.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

•

Installation in Fountains

This underwater light can be used in virtually any self-contained fountain where nighttime effects are desired.
Henri’s detachable low-voltage transformer allows you to discreetly feed the light cable through the fountain.
Shell Type Fountains:
1. In shell type fountains, place the light in the fountain shell, aiming it upwards at the fountain statue front.
2. Feed the light cable through the water intake hole of the shell’s pump housing, then out the back of the
shell.
3. Follow steps 3,4, and 5 of Pond Installation instructions above to connect cable to transformer and activate
unit.
4. To stabilize light unit, the light base may be glued to shell surface with several dabs of silicone adhesive;
allow to dry according to adhesive instructions, and then fill shell with water.
5. With fountain in operation, experiment with vertical aim of light beam for desired shimmering effect.
6. Snap in your choice of color lenses id desired.
Bowl Type Fountains
1. In bowl type fountains, place the light in the bowl in position to illuminate front of fountain statue.
2. Run light cable through bowl standpipe through bowl and pedestal and out bottom back of pedestal, simply
following the same path as the pump cord.
3. Follow steps 3,4,and 5 of Pond Installation instructions to connect cable to transformer and activate unit.
4. To stabilize light unit, the light base may be glued to shell surface with several dabs of silicone adhesive,
allow to dry according to adhesive instructions, then fill shell with water.
5. With fountain in operation, experiment with vertical aim of light beam for desired shimmering effect.
6. Snap in your choice of color lenses if desired.

B. UNDERWATER THREE (AB873L) OR FOUR (AB874L) LIGHT KIT WITH TRANSFORMER
To illuminate larger ponds, fountains or other water displays use one, or more, of the Henri Three or Four-Light
Kits, allowing you to illuminate large features from several angles at once.
•

Installation of in Ponds
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Set lights into pond or display pool in desired positions, illuminating waterfall, water spray, pond
statue, or other feature. Best results are often achieved by placing lights beneath pond surface area
agitated by water motion, causing lights to shimmer and reflect on surrounding surfaces.
Once lights are in place, run light cable out of pond and camouflage beneath perimeter rocks or
pond border.
Attach cable to transformer by inserting cable end-pins into transformer socket and tighten down
threaded collar.
Mount transformer vertically at least 12” above ground near electrical outlet.
Plug transformer power cord into grounded, properly installed 110v GFCI electrical outlet.
Adjust light placements and angles in pond for desired effect; add one of the color lenses included
if desired by simply snapping lens into light top.

•

Installation in Larger Bowl-Type Fountains

1.
2.

Place the lights in the bowl, aiming them upwards at the fountain statue.
Fed the light cables through the bowl standpipe and out back of bowl. If fountain uses a pedestal beneath
the bowl, continue the light cables through pedestal and out back.
Follow steps 3,4, and 5 of Pond Installation instruction above to connect cable to transformer and activate
unit.
Adjust light placement in pond for desired effect. To stabilize light unit, the light base may be glued to
shell surface with several dabs of silicone adhesive; allow to dry according to adhesive instructions, and
then fill shell with water.
With fountain in operation, experiment with vertical aim of light beam for desired shimmering effect. If
desired, add one of the four color lenses included with each light by simply snapping lens into light top.

3.
4.

5.

LIMITED WARRANTY
COVERAGE: The Henri AB871L, AB873L and AB874L Light Kits are covered by a LIMITED WARRANTY
against defective parts or workmanship. DURATION: One year from date of purchase
LIMITATION: This LIMITED WARRANTY covers parts only. Service, Labor Costs, and Shipping to the factory
are not included in this LIMITED WARRANTY and must be paid by user. BUYERS RESPONSIBILITY: Contact
Henri Studio, 1250 Henri Drive, Wauconda, Illinois 60084, or your dealer and make arrangements for payments of
shipping and labor. OTHER CONDITIONS: This LIMITED WARRANTY covers only the original purchase.
STATE LAW RIGHTS: This LIMITED WARRANTY gives you specific rights. You may also have other rights,
which may vary from state to state. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY WILL BE VOID IF: The instructions for models
AB871L, AB873L or AB874L are not followed; any products is used in a way other than as intended by the
manufacturer; any model is used in conjunction with any product other than the Henri AB871L, AB873L or
AB874L; any model is abused by the user; any parts of any model including but not limited to the electric cord are
cut off, frayed, or otherwise damaged, changed or modified.
DISCLAIMER
NO ORAL STATEMENTS: Oral representatives by the seller, the seller’s agents, Henri Studio, its representatives,
or any other parties shall not be interpreted as further warranties beyond LIMITED WARRANTY. The user shall
not rely upon any such oral statements and such oral statements shall not be construed as part of any contract for sale
or purchase. BUYERS ONLY REMEDY: The buyer’s only remedy shall be to obtain replacement pars from the
manufacturer, having first pro-paid for delivery and labor.
EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR INJURY: Neither the seller nor Henri Studio, LLC shall be liable for actual,
consequential, incidental, or special damages arising out of any loss or injury, direct or indirect, nor shall seller or
manufacturer be liable for lost sales arising out of the use or inability to use the products. The purchaser, by using
the product agrees that no other remedy shall be available to it. User assumes all risk and liability. In the event that
your state does not allow an exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, this provision may not
apply to you.
EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY: the LIMITED WARRANTY is given as an Exclusive Warranty in lieu of any other
warranties or remedies expressed or implied including exclusion of any IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

